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UPGRADE OF RCB RECEIVERS FOR C-BAND RECEPTION 

Terry Hamilton 
Vice President, Ground and Telecommunications Products 

L-3 communications Telemetry East & Global Network Solutions 
Bristoi-PA 19007 

ABSTRACT 

Existing telemetry ground receivers typically operate in a bandwidth between 215MHz to 
2485MHz, while the new C-Band covers 4.4GHz to 5.15GHz. Additionally, some installations 
are choosing to incorporate down converters in the antenna as an alternate approach. This paper 
describes an innovative approach to solving all of these problems, by enhancing the capabilities 
of existing range assets. 

The plan is to upgrade existing fielded receivers without impacting their existing functionality to 
also include C-Band reception. The upgrade module along with the software revision will 
provide the user with a fully functional receiver in the existing bands and the newly added bands. 
This will be accomplished by the development of an advanced down converter sections with 
coverage across all bands that will replace existing modules within the telemetry receivers. It is 
the details of this development that will be presented. 

Introduction: There has been a new requirement for C-Band Telemetry Receivers recently. In 
order to satisfy this demand in a timely and cost effective manner, it is decided to upgrade the L-
3 line of telemetry receivers to direct C-Band and C-Band IF while retaining their existing bands 
of operation. This is achieved using a novel additional module in the receivers. The majority of 
existing receivers operate in E, LU and LL bands; after the upgrade the user will have the full 
functionality of these existing bands in addition to operation in C-RF and C-IF bands also. 
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OPERATION 

The Input RF signal received on the antenna port is routed through this additional module which 
allows the existing bands to propagate through the signal chain un-affected whereas for the 
newly added bands will be down-converted or up-converted to the existing bands to be 
processed. The challenges to do as described are the following. 

1. Physical space limitation: Since the receiver is already densely packaged, finding a place 
to add this module without affecting the performance. 

2. Down-Converter phase noise: The new down-converter' s phase noise has to be 
substantially better in order not to degrade the total cumulative phase noise of the 
receiver considering the fact that the LO operates at relatively higher frequencies. 

3. Spurious products: The extra down/up conversion should not introduce any spurious 
products in-band which will degrade receivers performance. 

4. LO replacement: Since the new module is going to physically take the place of the 
existing first LO, miniaturizing the LO to accommodate with the down/up converter. 

5. C-Band LNA NF: The Noise figure inC-Band should be low enough to meet the overall 
NF of the receiver. 

6. AGC: The throughput characteristics of the newly added down/up converter should 
match the existing chain such that the AGC loop does not require modification. 

The major specifications after the upgrade are as shown in Table-1. 

Frequency of Dynamic Noise Phase 
operation Band Range Figure Noise 
400MHz to Noise floor to Less than 

460MHz C Band IF -lOdBm 8dB Tier-11 
610MHz to Noise floor to Less than 
llSOMHz C Band IF -lOdBm 8dB Tier-11 

4400MHzto Noise floor to Less than 
4940MHz C Band RF -lOdBm 8dB Tier-11 

5090MHz to Noise floor to Less than 
SlSOMHz C Band RF -lOdBm 8dB Tier-11 

Noise floor to Less than 
Existing Bands E, LU,LL etc. -lOdBm 8dB Tier-11 

Table- I 
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The block diagrams of the existing blocks in the receiver and the added upgrade module 
is as shown in Figure-1 and Figure-2 respectively. 
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MODIFICATION OVERVIEW 

The RF connection which existed between the Input connector and the RF front-end will be 
disconnected and routed through the upgrade module. From Figure-1, the RF signal from the 
antenna or the block down-converter enters the upgrade module and is separated by the duplexer. 
The duplexer separates the signals to various paths as following. 

1. C-Band RF: If the signal falls between 4400MHz to 5150MHz, it goes through a C
Band LNA, filters, variable attenuator and a down conversion stage and gets 
converted to LL Band. 

2. Rest of the Bands: If the signal is, 
a. In E Band, LL Band or LU Band then the signal from the signal from the duplexer 

is routed by the following SPDT to the existing RF front end. 
b. InC-Band IF, the following SPDT puts the signal through LNA, BPF's, variable 

attenuator and an up-conversion stage. 

C-Band RF Chain: The chain consists of Band pass filters, LNA, down converter, variable 
attenuator, and Low noise synthesizer working in the range of3000MHz to 3600MHz. The 
throughput linear gain of this section is matched to that of the existing front end gain so that the 
AGC works irrespective of the band the receiver operates. 

The Low noise synthesizer operates as given in Table-2. 

C-Band Converted IF 
Frequency LO Frequency Frequency 

4400MHz to 1400MHz 
4600MHz 3000MHz to1600MHz 

4600MHz to 1400MHz 
4800MHz 3200MHz to1600MHz 

4800MHz to 1400MHz 
SOOOMHz 3400MHz to1600MHz 

SOOOMHz to 1400MHz 
SlSOMHz 3600MHz tolSSOMHz 

Table-2 
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The filter loss and the noise figure of the LNA are designed such that the overall noise figure is 
as given in Table-1. 

The LO frequency can be tuned to any frequency from 3000MHz to 3600MHz in smaller steps 
without sacrificing phase noise to avoid any spurious arising out of the mixer conversion which 
may reduce sensitivity. 

C-Band IF chain: The chain consists of two paths. 

1. For frequencies from 400MHz to 460MHz. 
2. For frequencies from 610MHz to 1150MHz. 

Both the paths have separate band pass filters to improve jamming immunity and low 
noise amplifiers for meeting the Noise figure specifications. The variable attenuator is a 
wide band block which is common to both the paths. 
The signals go through an up-conversion stage and get translated to E band. The 
synthesizer which enables this translation operates as given in Table-3. 

C-Band IF LO Converted IF 
Frequency Frequency Frequency 
400MHz to 2400MHz to 

460MHz 2800MHz 2340MHz 
600MHz to 2400MHz to 

BOOM Hz 3000MHz 2200MHz 
BOOM Hz to 2400MHz to 
lOOOMHz 3200MHz 2200MHz 

lOOOMHz to 2400MHz to 
1150MHz 3400MHz 2250MHz 

Table-3 

Local oscillator: The synthesizers for both up and down conversion processes use an 
Integer/ Fractional architecture. The phase noise of the added LO has to be sufficiently 
better than the existing LO's so as not to degrade the cumulative phase noise. This is 
shown in Figure-3. 
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The designed synthesizer is lOdB better than the existing LO's so as to contribute less 
than 0.5dB to the cumulative phase noise. Since we have a margin of 3dB or better in the 
existing LO are, meeting Tier-II performance should not be an issue. 

REFERENCE MODULE 

The reference module for the synthesizers is built with a higher frequency crystal 
oscillator (I OOMHz) which in turn is phase locked to the receiver reference of 1 OMHz. 
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This provides the low phase noise reference required for the LO's and at the same time 
phase synchronized with the receiver' s master reference or an external reference. 

The signal after Up/Down conversion stages goes to further conversion stages in existing 
bands as shown in Figure-1 . 

SOFTWARE 

The software is designed as an application running on the processor as shown in Figure-4. The 
application will interact with the existing "Tuner control board" software which receives the 
frequency setting from the GUI to set appropriate frequency setting. The block diagram for this 
module is as shown in Figure-4. Operation of any band will be accessible via the front panel user 
interface or through the remote access which will ensure seamless operation and integration with 
existing systems. 
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The tuner control software has to be updated to implement a new protocol to send the 
frequency setting in the upgrade module. The list of available bands and configurations 
will also be changed. 
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CONCLUSION 

With the introduction of advanced technology, miniature and newer devices, we are able to add 
substantial capability to the existing platform resulting in a faster and less expensive solution for 
the added bands while retaining all the existing bands and functionality. 
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